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Abstract
While social media sentiment has been proved to have predictive value for stock indices, it is intriguing to
investigate if it is useful for predicting price changes for individual stocks. We focus on a special kind of
stocks, big movers, i.e., stocks that undergo a drastic one-day price change, and a special kind of social
media, online stock discussion forums. Based on an empirical study, our research shows that discussions
during the days lead up to the big one-day price change do contain sentiments that can be used to predict
big movers. The findings of our research have theoretical implications for future research on social media
sentiment and practical implications for developing stock investment strategies.
Keywords
Big movers, text mining, sentiment analysis

Introduction
Behavioral theories posit that investors are not "rational" but "normal" and that systematic biases in their
beliefs induce them to trade on non-fundamental information, called "sentiment" (Li et al. 2010).
Researchers have used both direct and indirect sentiment measures and showed that investor sentiment
exhibits predictive power for stock returns. Direct sentiment measures are derived from surveys. For
instance, the American Association of Individual Investors (AAII) has conducted a sentiment survey
among its members since July 1987. The survey results have been used in existing research (e.g., Brown
and Cliff (2004), Fisher and Statman (2004)) to show the correlation between stock returns and investor
sentiment. Indirect sentiment measures refer to financial variables that are related to sentiment. As an
example, Baker and Wurgler (2006) have constructed an investor sentiment index based on indirect
measures such as trading volume, the first-day returns on IPOs, etc.
More recently, with the advent of social media and Web 2.0, user generated content provides a new source
of investor sentiment. Millions of investors are posting their opinions regarding individual stocks and the
overall stock market on social media platforms such as Yahoo Finance, Raging Bulls, Seeking Alpha, and
StockTwits.com, just to name a few. User generated content in social media enriches investors’ ability in
making better investing decisions by allowing investors to monitor the thought process and decision
makings of others. It also gives researchers an unprecedented opportunity to utilize the large-scale data to
investigate the impact of social media sentiment. Recent studies such as (Bollen and Mao 2011; Zhang et
al. 2012) have found that social media sentiment is correlated with the movement of stock indices such as
Dow Jones, NASDAQ and S&P 500. For example, Bollen and Mao (2011) identify a correlation between
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Twitter mood and DJIA values, and they admit causality is unknown. Scholars, however, have provided
little evidence that these sentiments play any significant role in predicting individual stock price
movements (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007; Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001). Our study
attempts to address this research gap by focusing on a specific kind of stocks called “big movers”. We
define big movers as the stocks that have at least 15% one day price change. Oppositely, non-big movers
refer to those stock that posted low percentage (<3%) one-day price changes. Unlike most stocks that
normally post low percentage daily price changes, big movers signify outstanding short-term returns.
They can be categorized into “big gainers” and “big losers”. Predicting big movers based on sentiment
therefore has significant practical implications for investors. We examine the predictive value of
sentiment of one type of social media, namely online stock discussion forums for big movers. Of the stock
discussion forums on the Internet, we focus on Yahoo Finance forum. Yahoo Finance hosts one of the
largest and most popular online communities, with boards for over 6000 stocks.
To assess the predictive value of sentiments revealed in Yahoo finance discussion forum for big movers,
we put forward the following research questions:
1. How well can stock discussion forum sentiment identify big movers from non-big movers?
2. Can stock discussion forum sentiment be used to identify big gainers vs big losers effectively?
We propose to extract relevant features in building robust models for predicting big movers based on
sentiment analysis of stock forum discussions. According to (Feldman 2013), the sentiment lexicon is the
most crucial resource for most sentiment analysis algorithms. We develop our own sentiment lexicon by
extracting a set of terms that indicate bullish or bearish sentiments from Yahoo stock discussions. Using
the terms defined in the lexicon as well as those defined in (Loughran and McDonald 2011) as features, we
develop classification models that effectively distinguish big gainers and big losers from non-big movers.
Overall, our study shows that online discussion forum sentiments do contain valuable information for
investing decision making regarding individual stocks.

Related work
Research that is related to ours includes those that examine the relationship between social media
sentiment and stock prices (e.g., Antweiler and Frank 2004; Sprenger et al. 2014; Sul et al. 2014). In
recent years, both researchers and practitioners have increasingly looked towards sentiment analysis as a
tool for predicting stock prices. Yu et al. (2013) showed that overall social media sentiment has a stronger
impact on firm stock performance than conventional media. Also, there are existing studies that have
used online message boards as a mean to aggregate investor sentiment. Antweiler and Frank (2004)
studied the predictive power of online message boards for the stock market by analyzing 1.5 million
messages from Yahoo! Finance and Raging Bull. Applying sentiment analysis, they found that the number
of messages is a predictor for stock turnover. However, their model’s performance would not deliver a
significant return on investment comparable with plausible transaction costs. Das et al. (2005) found that
discussion forum sentiment follows stock price returns. Sentiment does not apparently predict returns,
but returns drive sentiment.
In recently year, twitter has been recognized as a source of investor sentiment. Bollen and Mao (2011)
aggregated “tweets” from Twitter as a whole, choosing not to focus on stock market specific “tweets,” and
examined the “mood” states of Twitter users and corresponding stock market movements. They showed
the collective “mood” of Twitter users successfully predicted the upward and downward movement of the
stock market 86.7% of the time. Sprenger et al. (2014) used a more direct approach to examine the
relation between Twitter messages and stock market movement by filtering out all non-market related
“tweets”. Using the S&P 100 as the market index for analysis, their research suggests that public
sentiment conveyed through StockTwits.com aligns itself with the movement of the S&P 100 and is
positively related to the volume of trading. Sul et al. (2014) analyzed the cumulative emotional sentiments
of Twitter posts about firms in the S&P 500. The results revealed a significant relation between the
cumulative emotional valence of “tweets” about a firm and its stock returns.
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The existing studies show that online discussion forums and twitter provides means for aggregating
investor sentiments that are valuable for predicting stock indices changes. One issue that is baffling to
researchers is that little research has succeeded in finding significant correlation between sentiment and
individual stock price movements. Das and Chen (2007) attribute this to the large amount of noise in
stock market message boards as well as the lack of market power that many investors participating in
online message boards have. In our research, we focus on big movers. While social media sentiment may
be ineffective for most stocks that post small or moderate price change, we attempt to investigate if the
sentiment is useful for stocks that undergo drastic price changes.

Data and Methodology
Data
We collected historical prices of all stocks in NYSE and NASDAQ from March 2012 to March 2014 from
Yahoo Finance1. Among the stocks, we identified big movers with one day price change greater than or
equal to 15%. For each of the big movers, we collected five days’ discussions on its Yahoo Finance
discussion board before the date where the drastic price change occurred. We then removed stocks with
less than 20 messages. Table 1 shows that we obtained 175 big movers including 98 big gainers and 77 big
losers, and we collected on average 114.2 discussion messages for a big gainer and 103.7 messages for each
big loser.

Stock type
Big gainers
Big losers
Big movers

Count of
stocks
98
77
175

Summary of discussions
Count
Mean Std Dev Maximum
11,190
114.2
152.2
777
7,985
103.7
126.1
688
19,175
109
139.2
733
Table 1: Summary of big movers

Stock price changes 5 days
before the big move day
Mean
4.12%
2.96%
3.54%

In order to compare the impact of forum sentiments on big movers vs non-big movers, we also collected
data for some non-big movers. For each big gainer, i.e., a stock that moved drastically upward, we
identified two stocks that had 0% - 3% gain on the day where the big move occurred. We also ensured that
the non-big movers and the big mover belong to the same sector and industry. Similarly, for each big
loser, we identified two stocks that belong to the same sector and industry and had less than 3% loss on
the big moving day. We collected five days’ discussions before the big moving day for each non-big mover
and ensured that all non-big movers in our sample had at least 20 messages. Table 2 shows that we
obtained 350 non-big movers. Unsurprisingly, during the five days leading up to the day the big move
occurred, the big movers, including big gainers and big losers, have on average more discussion messages
than their non-big moving counterparts.

Stock type

Count of
stocks

Non-big gainers
Non-big losers
Non-big movers

196
154
350

Summary of discussions
Count
Mean
Std Dev
Maximum
17,057
87.0
95.2
718
13,651
88.7
89.9
486
30,708 87.85
92.56
602
Table 2: Summary of non-big movers

Stock price changes 5 days
before the non-big move day
Mean
3.17%
2.79%
2.98%

Also, we captured the stock price behavior during the five days prior to the big move and non-big move
day by computing the mean of the price change percentage during these days. Table 1 shows that the
mean of the price behavior of big movers stocks is 3.54% compared with 2.98% of the corresponding nonbig movers in Table 2.

1
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Sentiments lexicon development
The sentiment lexicon is the most important resource for sentiment analysis. Unfortunately, the effort in
designing opinion lexicons adapted to financial terminology is scant. Loughran and McDonald (2011)
manually created six word lists utilized in financial documents retrieved from the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission web site over the years 1994 to 2008. However, according to our preliminary
investigation, such lexicon is not targeted to online discussion text. We hence propose to develop our own
sentiment lexicon that includes sentiment terms extracted from Yahoo stock discussion boards.
The poster on the Yahoo message boards has the ability to choose a sentiment disclosure of his/her
recommendation for readers (i.e. “strong buy”, “buy”, “hold”, “sell”, and “strong sell”) regarding a stock.
Hence, some messages on Yahoo stock discussion boards have sentiments assigned by the posters. To
develop our sentiment lexicon, we leveraged the user designated sentiments and randomly sampled 3,000
messages with “strong buy” or “buy” sentiments and 3,000 messages with “strong sell” or “sell” from
discussion boards of 323 stocks. In order to avoid contamination of our training data (including the big
movers and the non-big movers we selected for our study), the 323 stocks we used to construct our
sentiment lexicon do not include those in our training data. We processed each message with sentiment
by 1) transforming all upper case words in the message into lower case words, 2) splitting the message
into a sequence of tokens using “non-letter” character as the splitting point, and 3) filtering the English
stop-words from each message. We then counted the frequency of each word in all messages and kept
those with frequency greater than 20. Next, we manually selected those words that we believe bring
sentiment meanings in the finance context. As a result, we obtained 82 sentiments terms that were added
to our sentiment lexicon. Examples of the sentiment terms in our lexicon include “overdone”, “pop”,
“choppy”, “rocketed”, “explosive”, “restore”, etc.

Stock classification based on sentiment
Models
We attempt to answer the research questions R1 and R2 with four predictive models: M1, M2, M3 and
M4. In all of these four models, the target variable includes three different classes: 1) big gainer, 2) big
loser, and 3) non-big mover. When collecting our samples, we obtained two non-big movers for each big
gainer or big loser. Here we do not make a distinction between non-big movers that moved slightly
upward and those that moved slightly downward. We created a common label “non-big movers” for all
non-big movers in our dataset. Hence, our training data includes messages of 98 big gainers, 77 big losers
and 350 non-big movers.
As described previously, we developed our own sentiment lexicon. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of
using our lexicon in predicting big movers, we use the widely-used financial lexicon developed in
(Loughran and McDonald 2011) as the baseline lexicon and compare our lexicon with it. We developed
four models, each of which uses different features, to compare the effectiveness of our sentiment lexicon
vs that of the lexicon developed by Loughran and McDonald.
In M1, we used the 82 words in our sentiment dictionary as features. M2 uses all words in the baseline
lexicon as features. A problem with the baseline lexicon is that it contains a large number of sentiment
words including 345 positive words and 2,329 negative words. If we use all of the words as features, such
a large number of features can potentially cause the issue of overfitting. We hence propose M3. We first
perform feature selection using the commonly used Chi-square (X2) method for feature selection. The
Chi-square method evaluates features individually by measuring their Chi-square statistic with respect to
the classes of the target variable. We selected only a number of features that have a Chi-square test score
that is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. As a result, we obtained 49 sentiments terms from the
baseline lexicon and used these terms as features of M3. These selected terms include “miss”, “overpaid”,
“stabilized”, “break”, “collapsed”, “disclaimer”, “incredible”, “suspended”, “bailout”, “sue”, “prematurely”,
etc. Finally, to investigate if our lexicon used in conjunction with the lexicon achieve better performance,
we combined the 82 sentiment words in our lexicon with the 49 words extracted from the baseline lexicon
based on the Chi-square method, removed the 18 common words in both lexicons, and obtained 113
words. We then used these 113 words as features in M4.
After identifying the features for each of the four models, we constructed a feature vector including binary
numbers for each stock in our training dataset. Each stock has a number of discussion messages, and we
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combined the messages. For each feature (i.e., a sentiment word) in a model, if the messages of a stock
include the word, we assigned 1 to the stock’s feature vector, and we assigned 0 otherwise. Since the target
variable in our four models is categorical and includes more than two classes (including “big gainer”, “big
loser”, and “non-big mover”), we propose to conduct multinomial logistic regression analysis.

Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the predictive power of our models, we chose four evaluation metrics, precision, recall,
accuracy, and AUC (area under the ROC curve). The precision metric evaluates the prediction accuracy by
dividing the number of positive samples that correctly predicted as positive (TP) on the total number of
both TP and those mistakenly classified as positive (FP). Note that the drawback of the precision is that it
does not take into account those who are incorrectly classified as negative samples.
Precision= TP / (TP+FP)

(1)

On the other hand, the recall metric evaluates the prediction accuracy by dividing the number of TP on
the total number of both TP and those are incorrectly classified as negative (FN).
Recall= TP / (TP+FN)

(2)

The accuracy metric measures the percentage of those correctly classified as positive or negative
examples.
Accuracy= (TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP + FN)

(3)

The last metric is the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). AUC is a standard measure for assessing the
quality of predictive models (Bohannon et al. 2011). We conduct 10 fold cross-validation to evaluate the
aforementioned four models.

Results
Table 3 shows the performance results of the four models in predicting big gainers, big losers and non-big
movers. M1 that uses 82 words in our own sentiment lexicon as the features achieved precision of 68%,
recall of 72%, accuracy of 71%, and AUC of 78%. M2 with all words in the baseline lexicon as features
performed poorly against M1 in all four metrics (precision of 56%, recall of 60%, accuracy of 60%, and
AUC of 71%). Selecting 49 words from the baseline lexicon using the Chi-square method helped resolve
overfitting and enhance the model fit. As a result, M3 achieved comparable (slightly worse only in recall)
performance to M1. M4 demonstrated the best performance among all these four models in all four
evaluation metrics (precision of 73%, recall of 76%, accuracy 75% and AUC of 80% respectively), which
indicates that combining the sentiment terms in our own lexicon with those in the baseline lexicon
constitutes the best set of the sentiment terms for predicting big movers.
Precision
Recall
Accuracy
ROC index
Upward Big movers vs. Downward big movers vs. Non-big movers
M1: Our lexicon
68%
72%
71%
78%
M2: The whole baseline lexicon
56%
60%
60%
71%
M3: The reduced baseline Lexicon with selected features
68%
71%
71%
78%
M4: Our dictionary + The reduced baseline lexicon
73%
76%
75%
80%
Table 3: The prediction results of the four models
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Conclusion
In this study, we explored the extent to which sentiment revealed in Yahoo stock discussion forum can be
used to distinguish big movers (i.e., stocks that have a drastic one-day price change) including big gainers
and big losers from none-big movers. Our research makes the following contributions.
Theoretically, we contribute to the literature on impact of sentiment on stock price changes. As discussed
previously, researchers have long been puzzled by the findings that social media sentiment has little
predictive power for individual stocks. Hence, existing research on social media sentiment has been
focusing on the correlation between the sentiment and stock indices. Our research sheds some light on the
impact of social media sentiment on individual stocks. Not only do the big movers had the larger number
of messages during the days leading up to the big move, but they also displayed stronger sentiments than
non-big movers. Big stock price changes often occur due to official earnings announcements, news of
lawsuits, rating upgrades or downgrades, FDA drug approvals or disapprovals, etc. Although social media
sentiment may be of little predictive value for individual stocks on a normal day, our research shows that
in anticipation of the “big event'', discussions on online stock forums intensify, contain more sentiments,
and these sentiments are indicative of the direction of pending stock price changes.
Methodologically, our research contributes to the area of sentiment analysis by developing a sentiment
lexicon targeted to financial discussion forums. As discussed previously, sentiment lexicons are critical for
sentiment analysis. Although there are sentiment lexicons developed for the finance domain, we lack
those that are tailored to capture the sentiments of online stock discussions. In our research we developed
a sentiment lexicon based on analyzing discussions on Yahoo Finance and proved its effective by
comparing it with the well-known financial sentiment lexicon developed by (Loughran and McDonald
2011). Our research further shows that integrating terms contained in both lexicons helps improve the
prediction performance.
Practically, our research has significant implications for stock investors. Big movers lead to big money.
Identify big movers based on social media sentiment provides investors with a unique, appealing edge.
Combining the insights obtained from social media sentiment with other technical and fundamental
analysis methods, investors can develop trading strategies that grasp the trading opportunities provided
by the big movers.
Future research can further refine the proposed lexicon by exploring ways to capture the intensity of the
sentiments and possibly improve the classification performance for big movers. Moreover, while this
research focused on Yahoo stock discussions, the generalizability of the approach can be further
demonstrated and validated by exploring other social media venues. Another possibility for future
research is leveraging the results of this research as an initial step for complementing technical and
fundamental analysis with results from social media analysis to obtain a more holistic understanding of
factors impacting changes in stock process (theoretical perspective) as well as improve the predictive
potential of existing techniques (practical perspective).
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